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A veri�ation algorithm for Delarative ConurrentProgrammingJean KrivineThème ? �Projet MOSCOVARapport de reherhe n° ???? � June 2006 � 15 pages
Abstrat: A veri�ation method for distributed systems based on deoupling forwardand bakward behaviour is proposed. This method uses an event struture based algorithmthat, given a CCS proess, onstruts its ausal ompression relative to a hoie of ob-servable ations. Verifying the original proess equipped with distributed baktraking onnon-observable ations, is equivalent to verifying its relative ompression whih in generalis muh smaller. We all this method Delarative Conurrent Programming (DCP).DCP tehnique ompares well with diret bisimulation based methods. Benhmarksfor the lassi dining philosophers problem show that ausal ompression is rather e�ientboth time- and spae-wise. State of the art veri�ation tools an suessfully handle morethan 15 agents, whereas they an handle no more than 5 following the traditional diretmethod; an altogether spetaular improvement, sine in this example the spei�ation sizeis exponential in the number of agents.Key-words: Proess algebra, transation, event strutures, veri�ation, bisimulation



Un outil de véri�ation pour la ProgrammationConurrente DélarativeRésumé : Nous proposons une méthode de véri�ation pour les systèmes distribués basésur la distintion entre omportement avant et arrière d'un système transationnel. Cetteméthode utilise un algorithme basé sur les strutures d'événements qui, étant donné unproessus CCS, onstruit son système de transition ausal relatif à un ensemble d'ationsobservables. La véri�ation du proessus CCS d'origine, équipé d'un méanisme de retourarrière sur les transitions non observables, revient à véri�er la orretion du système detransitions ausales du proessus qui est en général beauoup plus petit. Cette méthode estappelée programmation onurrente délarative (PCD).Les performanes de la PCD omparées aux performanes des tehniques traditionnellesde bisimulation donnent des résultats enourageants. Un ban d'essai utilisant le problèmelassique du dîner des philosophes montre que la PCD est plus e�ae que la méthodedirete, à la fois en terme de temps et d'espae de alul requis. En e�et, les outils standardde bisimulation peuvent véri�er des systèmes allant au delà de 15 philosophes dans le as de laPCD, alors qu'ils ne peuvent gérer plus de 5 philosophes ave un approhe de programmationdirete. Cet amélioration des performanes est d'autant plus spetaulaire que la taille dusystème de spéi�ation des philosophes est exponentielle dans le nombre d'agents.Mots-lés : Algèbres de proessus, transations, strutures d'événements, véri�ation,bisimulation



Delarative Conurrent Programming 31 IntrodutionBaktraking is ommonplae in transational systems where di�erent omponents, suhas proesses aessing a distributed database, need to aquire a resoure simultaneously.To ensure unonditional orretness of the overall exeution of the transation, one usuallyprovides a ode that inorporates expliit esapes from those ases where a global onsensusannot be met. Suh an upfront method generates a large and unstrutured state spae,whih often means veri�ation based on proving that the ode is bisimilar to a referenespei�ation beomes unfeasible.Based on earlier work, we propose here an indiret veri�ation method, and show on anexample that it an handle larger spei�ations. The idea is to break down the distributedimplementation of a given referene spei�ation in two steps. First, one writes down aode whih is only required to meet a weaker ondition of ausal or forward orretnessrelative to the spei�ation. This ondition is parameterised by a hoie of observable ationsorresponding to the ations of the spei�ation. Seond, the obtained ode is equipped witha generi form of distributed baktraking on non-observable ations. A general theoremredues the orretness of the latter partially reversible ode to the ausal orretness of theformer [1℄.In many transational examples, this strutured programming method works well, andobtains odes whih are smaller, and simpler to understand [2℄. It also seems interestingfrom a orretness perpetive, sine one never has to deal with the full state spae, and itis enough to onsider the muh smaller state spae of the forward ode ausal ompressionrelative to observable ations. Thus it obtains odes whih are also easier to prove orret.It is only natural then to ask whether and to whih extent suh indiret orretness proofsan be automated. This is the question we address in this paper.Spei�ally we propose an algorithm, whih, under ertain rather mild assumptions aboutthe system of interest, will ompute its ausal ompression relative to a hoie of observables.The true onurreny semantis tradition of using event strutures as an intrinsi proessrepresentation omes to the resue here. Indeed, event strutures provide a representationof omputation traes up to trae equivalene, and therefore redue redundany during thesearh of the ompression. Besides event strutures are uniquely suited to the handling ofausal relationships between various events triggered by a proess [3℄. For these reasonsour proedure inludes a translation of the proess as a reursive �ow event struture,and omputes the relative ausal ompression on this intermediate representation. Thealgorithm also relies on a ompat representation of the on�it relation between events, andseems to perform well both spae-wise, obtaining a muh smaller state spae, and time-wise.Benhmarks given for the lassial example of the dining philosophers show a signi�antstate ompression, and a relatively low ost inurred by ompression. Diret programminggenerates a state spae that is already too big for being onstruted by bisimulation veri�ersfor 6 agents, whereas our method an go well beyond 15.The language we use to formalize onurrent systems is the Calulus of Communiat-ing Systems (CCS) [4℄. This is a slightly more expressive language than basi models ofommuniating automata, in that proesses an dynamially fork. On the other hand, thisRR n° 0123456789



4 KrivineProesses p, q ::= a.p Ation pre�xing
p | q Parallel omposition
p + q Choie
D(x̃) := p Reursive de�nition
(x)p Name restrition
0 Empty proessAtions a ::= x, y, . . . Input
x̄, ȳ, . . . Output
τ Silent ationFigure 1: CCS syntaxommuniation model inludes no name-passing, whih is a severe limitation in some ap-pliations. As is disussed further in the onlusion it is possible to adapt the presentdevelopment, whih is largely independent of the hosen ommuniation model, to riherlanguages suh as π-alulus.Setion 2 starts with a quik reall of CCS [4℄. Setion 3 develops its reversible variantRCCS, together with the entral notion of ausal orretness, and the fundamental resultonneting ausal orretness of a CCS proess and full orretness of its lifting as a partiallyreversible proess in RCCS [1℄. The relative ausal ompression algorithm, and the aom-panying veri�ation method are explained in Setion 4. Setion 5 ompares this methodwith the traditional diret method, using the dining philosphers problem as a benhmark.The onlusion disusses related work and further diretions.2 CCS2.1 SyntaxCCS proesses interat through binary ommuniations on named hannels: an output onhannel x is written x̄, an input on the same hannel is simply written x. The ompletesyntax is given in Fig 1.We write P for the set of proesses, A for the set of ations, and A∗ for the free monoidof ation words. Restrition (x)p binds x in p and the set of free names of p is de�nedaordingly. In a reursive de�nition D(x̃) := p free names of p have to be x̃.2.2 Operational semantisA labelled transition system (LTS) is a tuple 〈S, s, L,→〉 where S is alled the state spae,

s the initial state, L the set of labels, and → ⊆ S ×L × S the transition relation. One uses
INRIA



Delarative Conurrent Programming 5
a.p + q →a p

(act)

p →a p′ q →ā q′

p | q →τ p′ | q′
(synch)

p →a p′

p | q →a p′ | q
(par)

p →a p′ a 6∈ {x, x̄}

(x)p →a (x)p′
(res)

p ≡ p′ →a q′ ≡ q

p →a q
(equiv)Figure 2: CCS labelled transition systemthe ommon notation s →a t, and for m = a1 . . . an ∈ A∗, s →∗
m t means s →a1

s1, . . . ,
sn−1 →an

t for some states s1, . . . , sn−1.The operational semantis of a CCS term p is given by means of suh an LTS (P, p, A,→),written TS(p), where → is given indutively by the rules in Fig 2. The equivalene relation
≡ is the lassial strutural ongruene for hoie and parallel omposition, together withthe reursion unfolding rule (

D(x̃) := p
)

≡ p.2.3 Proess equivaleneSeveral variants of observational equivalene for CCS proesses have been onsidered. Weuse here a variant of weak bisimulation based on the hoie of a ountable distinguishedsubset K of the set of ations A, whih we �x here one and for all. Ations in K are alledobservable ations. The omplement A \ K of non-observable ations is denoted by Kc andalso taken to be ountable.Let S1 = (S1, s1, A,→) and S2 = (S2, s2, A,→) be LTSs both with labels in A, a relation
R over S1 × S2 is said to be a weak simulation between S1, S2, if s1 R s2 and whenever
p1 R p2:� if p1 →a q1, a ∈ Kc, then p2 →∗

m q2 with m ∈ (Kc)∗, and q1 R q2;� if p1 →a q1, a ∈ K, then p2 →∗
m q2 with m ∈ (Kc)∗a(Kc)∗, and q1 R q2.The idea is that S2 has to simulate the behaviour of S1 regarding observable ations, butis free to use any sequene of non observable ones in so doing. Suh a relation R is said tobe a weak bisimulation if both R and its inverse R−1 are weak simulations. When there issuh a relation, S1 and S2 are said to be bisimilar, and one writes S1 ∼ S2.A CCS proess p is said to be a orret implementation of a spei�ation LTS S, if

TS(p) ∼ S. When the spei�ation is lear from the ontext, we may simply say p is orret.One thing to keep in mind is that all these de�nitions are relative to a hoie of K. Usually,
K is taken to be A \ {τ}, but this more �exible de�nition will prove onvenient.
RR n° 0123456789



6 Krivine3 Reversible CCSWe turn now to a quik intuitive introdution to RCCS. Consider the following CCS proess:
(x)

(

x | x | x̄.x̄.a.p | x̄.x̄.b.q
) (1)Both subproesses a.p and b.q require two ommuniations on x to exeute, so the wholeproess may reah a deadloked state (x)

(

x̄.a.p | x̄.b.q
) where neither a nor b may betriggered. If the intention is that the system implements the mutual exlusion proess

a.p + b.q, a possible �x is to give both subproesses the possibility to release x:
(x)

(

x | x | Rp(x, a) | Rq(x, a)
) (2)with Rp(x, a) := x̄.

(

τ.(Rp(x, a) | x) + x̄.(τ.(Rp(x, a) | x | x) + a.p)
).This example helps in realising two key things: �rst the original ode (1) although notorret, is partially orret in the sense that any suessful ation a or b leads to a orretstate p or q; seond the proposed �x an be made an instane of a generi distributedbaktraking mehanism. The idea of RCCS is to provide suh a mehanism, in a waythat partial or ausal orretness (yet to be de�ned formally) in CCS, an be proved to beequivalent to full orretness of the same proess one lifted to RCCS [5℄.3.1 SyntaxRCCS forward ations are the same ations as CCS, namely A. Reall these are split into

K and its omplement Kc. In the RCCS ontext ations in K are also alled irreversible, orsometimes ommit ations (following the transation terminology); ations in Kc are alsoalled reversible, sine these are the ones one wants to baktrak. RCCS therefore also hasbakward ations written a−, with a ∈ Kc.RCCS proesses are omposed of threads of the form m ⊲ p, where m is a memory, and
p is a plain CCS proess:

r ::= m ⊲ p | (r | r) | (x)rMemories are staks used to reord past interations:
m ::= 〈θ, a, p〉 · m | 〈|θ|〉 · m | 〈〉where θ is a thread identi�er drawn from a ountable set. Open memory elements 〈θ, a, p〉are used for reversible ations and ontain a thread identi�er θ, the ation last taken, andthe alternative proess that was left over by a hoie if any. Closed memory elements 〈|θ|〉 areused for irreversible ations, and only ontain an identi�er. The pre�x relation on memoriesis de�ned as m ⊑ m′ if there is an m′′ suh that m′′ · m = m′.Proesses are onsidered up to the usual ongruene for parallel omposition togetherwith the following spei� rules:

m ⊲
(

D(x̃) := p
)

≡ m ⊲ p
m ⊲ (p | q) ≡ (m ⊲ p) | (m ⊲ q)
m ⊲ (x)p ≡ (x)(m ⊲ p) if x 6∈ m INRIA



Delarative Conurrent Programming 7
a ∈ Kc θ 6∈ m

m ⊲ a.p + q →θ
a 〈θ, a, q〉 · m ⊲ p

(act)
a ∈ Kc

〈θ, a, q〉 · m ⊲ p →θ−

a m ⊲ a.p + q
(act∗)

a ∈ K θ 6∈ m

m ⊲ k.p + q →θ
k 〈|θ|〉 · m ⊲ p

(commit)

r →Θ
a r′ θ 6∈ s

r | s →Θ
a r′ | s

(par)
r →Θ

a r′ s →Θ
ā s′

r | s →Θ
τ r′ | s′

(synch)

r →Θ
a r′ a 6= x, x̄

(x)r →Θ
a r′

(res)
r ≡ r′ →Θ

a s′ ≡ s

r →Θ
a s

(equiv)Figure 3: RCCS labelled transition systemAny CCS proess p an be lifted to RCCS with an empty memory ℓ(p) := 〈〉 ⊲ p, andonversely, there is a natural forgetful map ϕ erasing memories and mapping bak RCCS toCCS. Clearly ϕ(ℓ(p)) = p. When we want to insist that the lift operation is parameterisedby the set K, we write ℓK(p).3.2 Operational semantisThe operational semantis of RCCS is also given as an LTS with transitions given indutivelyby the rules in Fig 3. In the ontextual rules Θ stands either for θ or θ−. The freshness ofthe thread identi�er θ is guaranteed by the side onditions θ 6∈ m in the (at) and (ommit)rules, and θ 6∈ s in the (par) rule. The use of suh identi�ers makes the presentation givenhere somewhat simpler than the earlier one [1℄. Note that baktraking as de�ned in theoperational semantis is a binary ommuniation mehanism of exatly the same nature asusual forward ommuniation. However, sine threads are required to baktrak with theexat same thread with whih they ommuniated earlier, baktrak an be shown to beon�uent, at least for those proesses that are reahable from the lifting of a CCS proess.The (ommit) rule uses a losed memory element 〈|θ|〉 ·m indiating that the informationontained in m is no longer needed, sine by de�nition ations in K are not baktrakable.Supposing r is a proess where any reursive proess de�nition is guarded by a ommit,an assumption to whih we will return later on, this bounds the total size of open memoryelements in any proess reahable from r.3.3 The fundamental propertyThe question is now to see whether it is possible to obtain a haraterisation of the behaviourof a lifted proess ℓK(p) solely in terms of p. Intuitively, ℓK(p) being p enrihed witha mehanism for esaping omputations not leading to any observable ations, one mightRR n° 0123456789



8 Krivinethink that ℓK(p) is bisimilar to the transition system generated by those traes of p whihlead to an observable ation. This is almost true.To give a preise statement, we need �rst a few notations and de�nitions. An RCCStransition as de�ned above is fully desribed by a tuple t = 〈r, a, Θ, r′〉 where r is the soureof t, r′ its target, a its label and Θ its identi�er. If a ∈ K we say that t is a ommit transition,otherwise it is a reversible transition. If Θ = θ (Θ = θ−) we say t is forward (bakward). Atrae is a sequene of omposable transitions, and we write r →∗
σ s (p →∗

σ q) whenever σ isan RCCS (CCS) trae with soure r (p) and target s (q). A trae is said to be forward if itontains only forward transitions.A �nal and key ingredient is the notion of ausality between transitions in a given forwardtrae. For CCS this is usually de�ned using the so-alled proof terms [6℄, but one an alsouse RCCS memories.The set of memories involved in a forward transition t = 〈r, a, θ, r′〉 is de�ned as µ(t) :=
{m ∈ r | ∃a, q : 〈θ, a, q〉.m ∈ r′}; this is either a singleton, if no ommuniation happened, ora two elements set, if some did.De�nition 1 (Causality) Let σ : t1; . . . ; tn be a forward RCCS trae:� ti and tj with i < j, are in diret ausality relation, written ti <1 tj if there is m ∈ µ(ti),
m′ ∈ µ(tj) suh that m < m′; one says that ti auses tj , written ti < tj , if ti <∗

1 tj .� σ is said to be ausal if for all transitions ti with i < n, ti < tn; it is said to be k-ausalif it is ausal, its last transition tn is labelled with k ∈ K, and all preeding transitions arelabelled in Kc.One extends this terminology to CCS traes by saying a CCS trae p →∗
σ p′ is ausal, if itlifts to a ausal trae ℓK(p) →∗

σ′ r′ with ϕ(r′) = p′.With the notion of ausal trae in plae, we an de�ne the ausal ompression of a proess
p relative to K.De�nition 2 (Relative ausal ompression) Let p be a CCS proess, its ausal om-pression relative to K, written CTSK(p), is the LTS 〈P, p, K,→→〉 where →→k is de�ned as
q →→k q′ if q →∗

σ q′ for some k-ausal trae σ.We are now ready to state the theorem that haraterizes the behaviour of ℓK(p) in termsof the simpler proess p.Theorem 1 (Fundamental property [1℄) Let TSK(p) := 〈R, ℓK(p), A,→〉 be the LTSassoiated to the lift ℓK(p), TSK(p) ∼ CTSK(p).As said above, it is not true that TSK(p) is bisimilar to the transition system of traes of
p leading to observable ations, one has to be areful to restrit to ausal traes. A trivialbut useful rephrasing of this result is:Corollary 1 Let p be a CCS proess, and S be its spei�ation, if CTSK(p) ∼ S then
ℓK(p) ∼ S.

INRIA



Delarative Conurrent Programming 9In words, this says that to hek the orretness of ℓK(p) with respet to S, it is enough tohek the orretness of CTSK(p).If one goes bak to the example at the beginning of this setion, this says that ℓ{a,b}((x)
(

x |

x | x̄.x̄.a.p | x̄.x̄.b.q
)

) is equivalent to a.p + b.q, as soon as the ausal ompression of
p = (x)

(

x | x | x̄.x̄.a.p | x̄.x̄.b.q
) relative to {a, b} is. This is easily seen in this exam-ple, and in fat, as often in pratie, CTSK(p) and S turn out to be equal.The interest of this fundamental property lies in the fat that the ausal ompressionrelative to K, CTSK(p), is signi�antly smaller than the partially reversible proess ℓK(p).A natural question is therefore, given a proess p, to ompute CTSK(p). By �nding ane�ient way to do this, one would obtain an e�ient veri�ation proedure. This is theobjet of the next setion.4 Causal ompressionA �rst idea to extrat the ausal transition system of a proess p is to use the LTS generatedby ℓ(p) and sreen o� non ausal traes. One annot know however whether a trae anbe extended into a k-ausal form until a ommit is e�etively taken, and suh an approahwould likely lead to both super�uous (beause lots of traes will not be ausal) and redundant(beause of trae equivalene) omputations. A more astute approah is to look only at traesthat will eventually be in a k-ausal form. This requires a bottom up view of traes whereone starts from ommits inside a term, and then reonstruts ausal traes triggering thisommit by onsuming its predeessors in every possible way.However, there is no need to work diretly in the syntax, and event strutures [3℄ provideexatly what is needed here: a truly onurrent semantis that abstrats from the interleav-ing of onurrent transitions, and more importantly an expliit notion of ausality. Amongthe various types of event strutures the most often onsidered are prime ones, beauseonsistent runs an be simply haraterized. Yet they lead to quite large data strutures.1Our algorithm uses instead �ow event strutures (FES) [6, 7, 8℄. On the one hand, there isa simple indutive translation of CCS terms into FESs that inurs no omputational ost;on the other hand, FES are algorithmially onvenient ompat forms of event strutures.We �rst explain how to extrat the ausal ompression CTSK(p) from the translation of

p into an FES. Then we disuss omputational issues suh as how to make this an algorithm,and how some of the apparent omputational osts an be irumvented at the level of theimplementation.4.1 Flow event struturesA (labelled) �ow event struture is a tuple E = 〈E,≺, #, λ〉 where� E is a set of events,� ≺ ⊆ E × E is the �ow relation whih has to be irre�exive,1Spei�ally in prime event struture auses of an event must be uniquely determined, and this foresdupliation of the future of an event eah time it is engaged in a synhronization.RR n° 0123456789



10 Krivine
α1

c ᾱ#

#

#

(α2, ᾱ)
#

α2
#

(α1, ᾱ)

Figure 4: FES representation of p := α.c.α.0 | ᾱ.0. Events are named after their labels whenthese are not ambiguous.� # ⊆ E × E is the on�it relation whih is symmetri,� and λ : E → A a labelling funtion.The idea is that the �ow relation gives all immediate possible auses of an event, while theon�it relation indiates a on�iting hoie between two events.De�nition 3 Let E = 〈E,≺, #, λ〉 be an FES, a set X ⊆ E is a on�guration of E, written
X ∈ C(E), if it is:� on�it free: # ∩ (X × X) = ∅,� yle free: ≺∗ /X is a partial order,� and left-losed up to on�its: if e ∈ X and there is d ∈ E suh that d ≺ e then either
d ∈ X or there exists f ∈ X suh that f ≺ e and f#d.The last two onditions are the prie to pay for working with FESs, and are not needed forprime ones. The �rst one will require some optimised struturing of the on�it relation,we'll return to this point soon.A on�guration X in E with e ∈ X is e-minimal if ∀e′ ∈ X : e′ ≺∗ e. The set of
e-minimal on�gurations is denoted by C〈E , e〉.There is an easy indutive translation u unfolding any CCS proess into a FES [6℄, whereevents orrespond to ommuniations, and on�gurations are those subsets of events thata trae an trigger. We will not reall here this translation, and only give an example (seeFig. 4). The orretness of u is given by the following representation theorem:Theorem 2 ([7℄) Let p be a CCS proess, and T≃(p) stand for the traes of p quotientedby trae equivalene, then (T≃(p),≤) and (C(u(p)),⊆) are isomorphi.One an de�ne a transition system out of an FES. To do this, we de�ne E|X , the residualof E by a on�guration X in C(E).De�nition 4 (Residual) Let E = 〈E,≺, #, λ〉 be an FES, X be a on�guration of E, andde�ne X# := {e ∈ E | ∃e′ ∈ X : e′#e}. The residual of E by X is E|X := 〈E′,≺′, #′〉where:

E′ := E \ (X ∪ X#) ≺′:=≺ ∩ (E′ × E′) #′ := # ∩ (E′ × E′)

INRIA



Delarative Conurrent Programming 11The LTS assoiated to E = 〈E,≺, #, λ〉 has initial state E , and transition relation given by
E ′ →X E ′′ if X ∈ C(E ′) and E ′′ = E ′|X .It is here that our reframing of the ompression question in terms of event struturespays o�, sine to obtain the ausal ompression of the transition system above, all onehas to do is to restrit labels to e-minimal on�gurations suh that λ(e) ∈ K. The ausalLTS assoiated to E , written CTSK(E), has initial state E , and transition relation given by
E ′ →→k E ′′ if there is an event e ∈ E′ suh that E ′ →X E ′′ with X ∈ C〈E ′, e〉 and λ(e) ∈ K.As a onsequene of the representation theorem one gets:Lemma 1 Let p be a CCS proess, then CTSK(p) and CTSK(u(p)) are isomorphi.At that point, we have an equivalent de�nition of CTSK(p) in terms of the FES u(p), and itremains to see how one an turn this de�nition into an algorithm. This is what we disussnow.4.2 Algorithmi disussionFirst, the unfolding u(p) is in general an in�nite objet even if we restrit to �nite stateproesses. To keep with �nite internal data strutures, we require eah reursive proessde�nition to be guarded by a ommit ation. This seems a reasonable onstraint, in thatthere is a priori no reason to model a transational mehanism with a proess that allowsin�nite forward inonlusive traes.To ompute CTSK(u(p)), we use instead of u, a partial unfolding ufin that oinides with
u exept it does not unfold any reursive de�nition. The onstraint above ensures that everyommit k that is reahable by a single ausal transition an be seen by this partial unfolding.Only after triggering the event orresponding to k, are the reursive alls guarded by k (ifany) unfolded, and their translations by ufin added to the residual of the obtained eventstruture. One then heks whether the obtained residual event struture is isomorphiwith some obtained previously, and adds it to the state spae if not. Given a proess p, thealgorithm to ompute CTSK(u(p)) proeeds as follows:0. E = 〈E,≺, #, λ〉 := ufin(p)1. For all e ∈ E suh that λ(e) ∈ K, ompute the e-minimal on�gurations Xe ∈ C〈E , e〉.2. For eah suh Xe build the residual E|Xe, with reursive de�nitions guarded by eunfolded using ufin .3. Add the transitions E →→k E|Xe to the CTS under onstrution.4. For eah residual E|Xe not isomorphi to any previous one, set E := E|Xe and gotostep 1.By the representation theorem, this algorithm will terminate as soon as CTSK(p) is �nite.In pratie most of the isomorphism tests an be avoided by using a quite disriminativeequality test between FES signatures whih is linear in the number of events. AnotherRR n° 0123456789



12 Krivinee�ieny problem one has to deal with is the internal representation of the on�it relation(whih is involved in step 1 beause of the on�it-free ondition on on�gurations). Inprime event strutures on�it is inherited by ausality, that is to say if e#e′ and e′ ≺ e′′,then e#e′′. Hene a rather ompat way to represent on�it is to keep only (e, e′) ∈ #and dedue when needed that e#e′′ by heredity. We have found that a similar ompatstruture, whih we all a on�it tree an be used for FESs. Con�it trees are built duringproess partial unfoldings, and result in a typially logarithmially ompat representationof on�it, for a low omputational ost. An example of a on�it tree is given Fig. 5:on�its is prediated of intervals, and [n − m]#[n′ − m′] means that any pair of eventsindexed within {n, . . . , m} × {n′, . . . , m′} is in on�it.[0-4℄[0-3℄ [4℄#[1℄ [2℄#Figure 5: Con�it tree of a3.(b0 | c2 + d1) + e45 Causal module and testsThe relative ompression algorithm was implemented as an Oaml [9℄ library Causal [10℄.Having a library instead of an independent tool allows to use the underlying language thato�ers more onstrution primitives than CCS. Any interesting enoding needs parametriproess de�nitions in order to de�ne systems with varying number of agents, and our moduleo�ers simple CCS proess onstrutors, so that one has a real programming language to buildlarge proesses.5.1 BenhmarkTo get a sense of how well our veri�ation tehnique performs ompared with a straightbisimulation based veri�ation, we ran several tests2 using enodings of the dining philoso-phers problem. This timeless example of distributed onsensus involves n philosophers eatingtogether around a table. Eah of them needs two hopstiks to start eating, and has to sharethem with his neighbours. When a philosopher has eaten, he releases his hopstiks aftera while and goes bak to the initial state. In the partial implementation, say ppart , one a2Tests were made with an Intel Pentium 4 CPU 3.20GHz with 1GB of RAM.
INRIA



Delarative Conurrent Programming 13philosopher takes a hopstik he never puts it bak unless he has suessfully eaten. In thefully orret one, say pfull , he may release hopstiks at any time (thus avoiding deadloks).The CCS proesses ppart and pfull for n = 2 orrespond roughly to the earlier examples (1)and (2). (See [1℄ for a general de�nition and detailed study.)There are two main reasons for taking the dining philosophers example. First it is aparadigmati example of distributed onsensus, so the way to solve it without aess tothe sheduler (by adding additional semaphores for instane) has to involve baktraking.Seond, it turns out that the number of possible states of the spei�ation is given by aFibonai sequene3
S(1) = 1 S(2) = 3 S(n + 1) = S(n) + S(n − 1)This is onvenient in that it gives a simple means to ompare the time of omputation withthe size of the spei�ation state spae. Verifying orretness of pfull using the MobilityWorkbenh (MWB) [11℄ (see Fig. 6) proved to be impossible beyond 5 philosophers (around
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Figure 6: Diret bisimulation test for pfull .

160 spei�ation states) beause of memory limitations. By using �rst the Causalmodule (seeFig. 7) to extrat the ausal transition system of ppart , we ould verify up to 19 philosophers(around 15, 000 spei�ation states) within a time whih stayed roughly proportional to thenumber of states. Sine CTS(ppart ) is in this ase equal to the spei�ation, the remainingpart of the orretness proof takes negligible time (MWB needs 0.4s for 10 philosophers).6 ConlusionWe have proposed a method for the veri�ation of distributed systems whih uses an algo-rithm of relative ausal ompression. The method does not always apply: the proess onewants to verify must use a generi baktraking mehanism. This may seem a limitation, butit often obtains a muh simpler ode, and many examples of distributed transations lend3Thanks to Hubert Krivine (LPTMS) for showing us this nie result.
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14 Krivine
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Figure 7: Relative ausal ompression using the Causal module.themselves naturally to this onstraint. When the method does apply, however, it provesvery e�etive as we have shown in the dining philosophers example.State spae explosion in automated bisimulation proofs is a well known phenomenon, andtrae ompression tehniques have been proposed to avoid the redundany reated by theinterleaving of transitions [6, 12℄, and used in model-heking appliations [13, 14℄. Theseompressions preserve bisimilarity, whereas our does not, and is of a ompletely di�erentnature. Besides, and beause our algorithm uses event strutures, we also ash in on thislassial kind of ompression.There is no reason why this veri�ation method should be limited to CCS. Other on-urrent models an be equipped with baktraking, and forward and bakward aspets oforretness an be split there as well. Reent work extends the onept of partially reversibleomputations to various proess algebras [15℄, and it is possible to de�ne an analogue ofRCCS for the π-alulus. New advanes in event struture semantis for π-alulus [16℄might allow to extend the ausal ompression algorithm, so as to over the important aseof name-passing aluli.Referenes[1℄ Vinent Danos and Jean Krivine. Transations in RCCS. In Proeedings of CONCUR'05: 16thInternational Conferene on Conurreny Theory, volume 3653 of LNCS, 2005.[2℄ Vinent Danos, Jean Krivine, and Fabien Tarissan. Self assembling trees. In Proeedings ofthe 7

th International onferene on Arti�ial Evolution (EA'05), 2005. To appear.[3℄ Glynn Winskel. Event struture semantis for CCS and related languages. In Proeedings of9th ICALP, volume 140, pages 561�576, 1982.[4℄ Robin Milner. Communiation and Conurreny. International Series on Computer Siene.Prentie Hall, 1989.[5℄ Vinent Danos and Jean Krivine. Reversible ommuniating systems. In Proeedings of CON-CUR'04: 15th International Conferene on Conurreny Theory, volume 3170 of LNCS, pages292�307, 2004. INRIA



Delarative Conurrent Programming 15[6℄ Gérard Boudol and Ilaria Castellani. Permutation of transitions: An event struture semantisfor CCS and SCCS. In Linear Time, Branhing Time and Partial Order in Logis and Modelsfor Conurreny, volume 354 of LNCS, pages 411�427, 1989.[7℄ Gérard Boudol. Flow event strutures and �ow nets. In Proeedings of LITP Spring shool onSemantis of Systems of Conurrent Proesses, volume 469 of LNCS, pages 62�95, 1990.[8℄ Rob van Glabeek and Ursula Goltz. Well-behaved �ow event strutures for parallel ompositionand ation re�nement. Theoretial Computer Siene, 311(1-3):463�478, 2003.[9℄ The Oaml programming language. Available at http://aml.inria.fr.[10℄ Causal � oaml module for ausality analysis of CCS proesses. Available athttp://pauilla.inria.fr/∼krivine.[11℄ Björn Vitor and Faron Moller. The Mobility Workbenh � a tool for the π-alulus. InProeedings of CAV'94: Computer-Aided Veri�ation, volume 818 of LNCS, pages 428�440,1994.[12℄ Patrie Godefroid and Pierre Wolper. Using partial orders for the e�ient veri�ation of dead-lok freedom and safety properties. In Proeedings of CAV'91: Computer-aided veri�ation,volume 575 of LNCS, pages 332�342, 1991.[13℄ Alessandro Bianhi, Stefano Coluini, Pierpaolo Degano, and Corrado Priami. An e�ientveri�er of truly onurrent properties. In Proeedings of Parallel Computing Tehnologies,volume 964 of LNCS, pages 36�50, 1995.[14℄ Tony Andrews, Shaz Qadeer, Sriram K. Rajamani, Jakob Rehof, and Yihen Xie. Zing: Amodel heker for onurrent software. In Proeedings of CAV'04: Computer-aided veri�ation,volume 3114 of LNCS, pages 484�487, 2004.[15℄ Iain Phillips and Irek Ulidowski. Reversing algebrai proess aluli. In Proeedings of FOS-SAC'06, LNCS, 2006. To appear.[16℄ Daniele Varaa and Nobuko Yoshida. Typed event strutures and the π-alulus. In Proeed-ings of MFPS XXII, 2006. To appear.
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